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Abstract

Objective: To determine the effectiveness of dissection as a useful pedagogy in the field of anatomy through assessment of views of respondents.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was carried out in the anatomy department of a private and a public sector college for a period of twelve weeks during the year 2018. A total of 135 participants were recruited in this survey. The nature of participation (regular or irregular) in comparison was used as the predictor variable. The average scores for each item were calculated and compared between the participants at dissections using Mann-Whitney's U test. Likert-style survey was designed for evaluation. The IBM SPSS statistics version 21 was used for the analysis of data.

Results: A large number of participants overall strongly supported the version that a dissection program should be essentially inducted into the curriculum; viewed non-participation at dissection sessions as to be disadvantageous in terms of their learning repertoire. Seventy eight percent stated it deepens understanding of anatomy as a subject. Around 80% of the participants preferred dissection over other tools of learning, whereas 67% agreed that it develops 3-dimensional structural approach; also agreed with the time allocated for dissection is sufficient for learning (57%). Besides this, a minority of respondents put up a negative perception in terms of dissection being time consuming (36%), stress inducing (18%), boring (20%), and difficulty in finding out structures was also reported (43.3%).

Conclusion: The use of dissection in undergraduate medical education as part of anatomy pedagogy may develop a useful golden opportunity for students to work on additional learning objectives such as professionalism, manual dexterity, ethics, teamwork, self- and peer evaluation.
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Introduction

The subject of anatomy and its horizon is expanding day by day in the realm of health and related biomedical disciplines. Traditional educational format based on regional and structural anatomy taught in lectures and gross dissection classes has been replaced by a multiple range of study modules, including computer-assisted learning, problem-based learning (PBL), plastic and 3D-printed models. An unresolved question in modern anatomical teaching is the validity of different anatomical pedagogies exercised in terms of their effectiveness in combination with dissection versus other tools being extensively executed in biomedical field deferring dissection14. The prosection is a type of dissection of whole or part of a cadaver (human or animal) under expertise of experienced teachers of anatomy in order to demonstrate dissected body parts, structures to the students; in doing so the students later on participate and become part of the dissection process5.
The cadaveric dissection has been holding a pivotal position in learning paradigm of anatomy since decades. However, with the passage of time the emphasis on this teaching approach has been drastically turned down to a level of elimination. With the advent of newer learning and teaching pedagogies such as problem-based learning (PBL), new sets of communication skills, bioinformatics and a bridged curricula have necessitated an abrupt reduction in space allocated for dissection in a typical five-year undergraduate medical program.

The debate regarding anatomy laboratory teaching approaches is ongoing and controversial. To date, due to generalized methodological weaknesses with lack of summative empirical evaluation only speculative conclusions have been drawn out so far in this regard. Through a holistic survey with contextual analytical work, the present study has been developed, data has been gathered from medical colleges of Karachi operating in private as well as public sector domain in order to develop literature more objectively as to verify the effectiveness of prosection as part of anatomy education. Cadaveric workshops are conducted widely in the United States and appear to be popular with trainees. The Human Tissue Act (2004) permits operative procedures on cadavers thus facilitating surgeons in the United Kingdom to adopt these procedures. The Royal College of Surgeons, England has established a cadaveric workshop, the Wolfson Surgical Skills Centre. However, only 674 cadavers were donated to British medical schools in 2005. In majority of medical colleges, all aspects of anatomical teaching are discarding dissection. They instead utilize medical imaging, live models, pathology lectures and radiologist-lead sessions to teach anatomy in the context of clinical scenarios. A number of interactive studies are attempting to prove the superiority of one method over the other though yet usually inconclusive; some of the methods at a non-dissection based medical school, have found deficiency of prosection which would be useful in order to fill the gap. Despite serious concerns from older generations of doctors, the consequence of removing dissection from the medical curricula does hold water. In fact, a multitude of methods have been tried out to bridge up this gap. However, studies and first-hand evidence still showed students’ keenness to augment their knowledge by utilizing methods involving cadaveric prosection.

Anatomy is introduced now as to be the language and the basis of clinical medicine in the light of modern medical curricula. The discipline of anatomy underpins the study of physiology and pathology as well as a host of other clinical specialties including clinical medicine, surgery and radiology. Thus, a thorough knowledge of anatomy has become imperative for crucial understanding of medical skills eliciting a clinical history, examination as well as clinical reasoning that would contribute to diagnostic acumen and patient management.

The shift of emphasis from conventional medical curricula to newer/modern teaching and learning approaches has often resulted in omission with significant reduction of cadaveric dissections. The objective of this study was to evaluate perception of medical students as well as of the teachers of anatomy with respect to this pedagogy whether it should be continued as a significant tool of learning.

Subjects and Methods

It is a cross-sectional study design. The students of pre-clinical 1st year MBBS and teaching faculty of anatomy department were included whereas, 2nd year students and other departments were excluded. The regularity and irregularity was used as the predictor variable between two groups. It is already mentioned that participants were divided into two groups on the basis of attending and doing dissection (prosection) in regular or non-regular manner. In this context, a number of other studies have already been published with more or less similar sample size. Mann-Whitney’s U test was applied for statistic calculations. The 1st year pre-clinical medical students of MBBS as well as the teaching faculty of anatomy department of Karachi Medical and Dental College (KMDC) and
Jinnah Medical and Dental College (JMDC) participated in this program. The instructors/demonstrators, professors, associate and assistant professors of the anatomy faculty along with students together worked in a combined fashion prosected limbs of cadaver. The nature of participation (regular or irregular) was used as the predictor variable. The students were permitted to handle, discuss and dissect the specimens under the supervision of teaching faculty members. At the end of the programme a 16-item questionnaire was distributed amongst the regular and irregular attendees of the dissection program. A debriefing questionnaire was completed by the respondents.

This study was initiated as a pilot project during the year 2016, and later on conducted as part of routine anatomy program evaluation following completion of twelve weeks prosection study of upper and lower limbs by the end of year 2018 in two well recognized medical colleges of Karachi operating in private and public sector respectively. The aims of this study were to assess and compare the views of respondents in terms of the importance of dissection as an effective educational learning pedagogy. In this context a Likert-style survey was designed, comprising of 16 questions, utilized for evaluation of the dissection paradigm in the light of previous experiments. The questionnaire covered positive and negative aspects of experiment along with a brief comparison with other forms of learning as well. Sixty percent attendance of the scheduled sessions was mandatory for the participants.

The IBM SPSS statistics version 21 was used for the analysis of data. The average scores for each item were calculated and compared between the participants at dissections using Mann-Whitney's U test. The nature of participation (regular or irregular) was used as the predictor variable and the positive and negative items that were found to be significantly different among the two groups, according to Mann-Whitney's U test, were separately entered as predictor variables. The alpha value was set at 0.05 for all analyses.

The ethical approval for this study has been taken by the Ethical and Scientific Review Committee of Karachi Medical and Dental College.

**Results**

A total of 135 participants completed the 16-question survey instrument. This corresponds to 38.9% of the total number of students enrolled in the year 2018. Out of this, 102 participants indicated that they attended the dissection sessions regularly while 33 of them indicated they had not attended regularly (attendance at less than 50% of sessions). It was also noted that participants responses to most of the items in the survey instrument were significantly different between those considered regular against the non-regular attendees during dissection session. (Table 1)

A large number of participants overall strongly supported the version that the dissection program should be essentially inducted into the curriculum; viewed non-participation at dissection sessions to be disadvantageous for their learning. The majority of students either agreed or strongly agreed with survey proposition items that manifested positive perceptions toward cadaveric dissections program as to get prosected original body specimen. (Fig.1) Interestingly, 58% of the respondents agreed that it helps in recall, identifying the structures directly substantiate memory mechanism. Seventy eight percent stated it deepens understanding of anatomy as a subject. About 56% participants appreciated this tool as to be invoking basic surgical skills.

Around 78.8% of the participants preferred dissection over other tools of learning, similarly (67%) were of the view that it develops 3-dimensional approach toward structures; also agreed with the item time allocated for dissection is sufficient for learning (57%). Side by side a minority of respondents put up a negative perception in terms of being time consuming, (36%) stress inducing (18%), malodorous (60%), and difficulty in finding out structures (47.3%). (Fig. 1)
Table 1. Comparison of perception about dissection between regular and irregular attendees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE OBSERVATIONS</th>
<th>RA Mean ± SD</th>
<th>RA Mean ± SD</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makes learning easy and fast</td>
<td>3.98 ± 0.59</td>
<td>4.23 ± 0.68</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer dissection classes over other forms of learning</td>
<td>3.78 ± 0.87</td>
<td>4.74 ± 0.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve my ability of recall</td>
<td>2.92 ± 0.81</td>
<td>3.42 ± 0.91</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develops three-dimensional approach of structures</td>
<td>3.04 ± 0.81</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps better understand physical examination</td>
<td>3.11 ± 0.92</td>
<td>4.20 ± 0.79</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helps manoeuvring basic surgical skills</td>
<td>3.06 ± 0.81</td>
<td>3.92 ± 0.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time allocated for dissection is adequate</td>
<td>2.91 ± 0.80</td>
<td>3.45 ± 0.91</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invokes basic know how about trauma</td>
<td>3.25 ± 0.91</td>
<td>4.22 ± 0.78</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builds up empathy, care toward patient</td>
<td>3.21 ± 0.98</td>
<td>3.91 ± 0.97</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEGATIVE OBSERVATIONS</th>
<th>RA Mean ± SD</th>
<th>RA Mean ± SD</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ample time consuming</td>
<td>3.54 ± 0.90</td>
<td>3.12 ± 1.12</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demands a lot of physical work</td>
<td>3.64 ± 0.11</td>
<td>3.09 ± 1.06</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not like the smell</td>
<td>3.75 ± 0.93</td>
<td>2.79 ± 1.08</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentally stressful</td>
<td>2.88 ± 1.26</td>
<td>2.13 ± 0.97</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bored with the way it is carried out</td>
<td>4.14 ± 0.94</td>
<td>3.41 ± 1.20</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to reach out structure</td>
<td>3.87 ± 0.95</td>
<td>3.08 ± 1.09</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissection should be replaced by good computer programs</td>
<td>2.69 ± 1.14</td>
<td>3.08 ± 1.05</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RA, regular attendee (n=102); INRA, irr-regular attendee (n=33).

**Fig. 1: Participants perception about dissection**
Discussion

Anatomy has a cornerstone position in biomedical disciplines; nevertheless, it is observed in the past few decades that there has been a gradual decline in one of its pedagogy i.e. dissection which has been dedicated for study since decades, lately taken over by other tools. Different approaches and pedagogies have been worked out including didactic lectures; practical sessions based on models, other newer methods such as 3D models and interactive computer-based software, body painting, radiological images and holograms have become incorporated in the latest designed curriculum. The students have far greater access to educational resources in today’s world. They tend to use YouTube and other more dedicated anatomy teaching websites such as Funky Professor, as a source of information and great number of students found anatomy videos beneficial to their anatomy learning. In fact, these videos utilize anatomical medical imaging, plastic models and diagrams to maximize understanding of 3D structures of cadaveric specimens. Although the kinaesthetic aspects of learning through dissection is not the case here. However, kinaesthetic experiences may assist students in future endeavours during early surgical training or practical tasks undertaken by doctors in their beginning foundation phase. The variability and intricacies of the human body is highly compromised without direct dissection though virtual models do have their own utility adjunct to other methods of learning. These electronic models permit students to isolate structures, appreciate zooming, rotating and transecting them in order to determine anatomical morphology and relationships. However, these plastic adjuncts do not provide the true physical textures of human anatomy.

The design of the questionnaire used in our program helped developing a reliable index toward the usefulness of this pedagogy. The current study reveals important findings from the opinion with rational assessment on behalf of medical students and anatomy department professionals thus uplifting the perception toward prosection. The positive and negative aspects of anatomical prosection in undergraduate medical program have been highlighted. The overall majority of participants held positive view points about the usefulness of cadaveric dissections which is an effective pragmatic approach toward structural exploratory paradigm. They have suggested that it makes learning easy and fast going, improve their ability of recall and builds up empathy, care toward patient. A study undertaken at the University of Sydney (where by dissection is not part of anatomy teaching) assigned 29 students to a 34-day full body dissection course. Arguments against dissection based on both the practical utility of obtaining cadavers and to graphical learning were taken into account. Faculty of surgery and anatomists guided and assisted students in identifying structures at regular intervals throughout up to one month during the course. The outcome of this study revealed that students’ anatomical knowledge was markedly improved on completing the course. The authors suggest that dissection must remain an integral component of anatomy pedagogy. Similarly, the students at Peninsula and University of Melbourne are like minded manner agreed that dissection would be beneficial from all four directions.

Anastakis et al considered cadaveric training to be of benefit for surgeons of all levels, from junior trainees to experienced surgeons learning new techniques and declared cadaver models as the gold standard for technical skills training as they most closely mimic the anatomy of live patients. The cadaver model does seem to have value in allowing trainees to practise a procedure before performing it live and to make mistakes in a safe environment.

Anatomical dissection can be incorporated as harmonious blend with current trends in medical education. The regular and irregular attendees proposed that basically it is an active, student-centred exploratory way of learning, foster better surgical skills at early stage. This inherent challenge of dissection is very likely to facilitate critical thinking thus facilitating further improvement in terms of physical and mental skills solving problems and
overcoming obstacles. This is however recommended that before undertaking dissection the students are required to have got exposure adequately of other modes of learning such as introductory lectures, pro-section and model-based sessions etc, that will definitely be highly supportive contextually.

Majority of the participants (Fig 1.) perceived this experience of human cadaveric dissections as pro-section makes learning anatomy more interesting, that allows students to grasp a clear natural visuo-spatial picture of the organization of human body, experience the texture of human tissues, while learning the normal and compare the normal versus pathological. Through this dissecting experience one learns empathy toward human body thus an effective physician patient relationship, professionalism and medical ethics are incorporated. It is also vital that an instructor/teaching faculty should tend to work up appropriate interaction with students.

Similarly, respondents concluded that it also serves as a mode of enhancing respect and regard towards the human body. Arnold Palso supports this view and accentuates benefits of a dissection program by developing a relationship between student and cadaver donor which is signified as model of clinician-patient relationship at the very early stages of a developing medical student\textsuperscript{25,26}. We recommend that medical students must be exposed to opportunities that nurture professional ethics imperative for medical practice thus, dissection bestows our students with an invaluable opportunity to learn to be appreciative of the act of donation, behave respectfully and develop a sense of compassion and empathy towards suffering.

Many hands-on workshops reports also substantiate the utility of cadavers in the light of trainees' attitude who were getting training in laparoscopic techniques\textsuperscript{27}. Our study results are well in match with the survey in which trainees' attitude was assessed with the help of a questionnaire, a 5-point Likert scale. Fresh cadavers were used to practise cholecystectomy, appendicectomy, intestinal explorations, mesenteric lymph node biopsy and varicocele vein occlusion. The large percentage of participants were inexperienced in laparoscopic surgery. All participants signed it appropriate for understanding surgical anatomy, expressed satisfaction with the cadaver as a training model. In the context majority of anatomy faculty members commented it as a valuable educational experience, developed spatial perception of anatomy\textsuperscript{28}. In a similar manner Reed et al published another survey where fresh frozen cadavers were employed for tutoring surgical procedures, vascular anatomy to 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} year residents of general surgery\textsuperscript{29} in which a dissection manual was created, an informal questionnaire was used.

The assessment consisted of an informal but standardly designed questionnaire that was issued to the participants in order to summarize the overall opinion which was found to be commendable in terms of taking prosection as highly effective academic tool fulfil the expectations of the modern medical curriculum.

A number of negative aspects like the time-consuming nature of dissection (40%), and the smell of the embalmed cadavers have also been pointed out on the part of participants (40%). Only a minority of students and teachers in our study perceived anatomical dissection as stressful phenomenon (18%), put lot of struggle in the exploration and identification of structures (38.3%). Our study results in this context are in match with the previous studies that have set for the significant anxiety among a group of students involved in cadaveric dissection\textsuperscript{30}. In a similar manner, no assessment of the skills learnt or their transference to the operating room was concluded just like as during hands on experiments conducted as part of various workshops. Many limitations of this model in the trainees'/Students' teachers opinion are found to be the absence of active bleeding, the absence of breathing perception and limited hours of working as the cadavers tended to become malodorous after few hours. One of the negative points of dissection is its one directional nature. The cut structures undergo irreversible
damage, limited availability of cadavers. Surgical techniques should be followed and developed, during their formative pre-clinical years. It is an opportunity to understand the true architecture of the human body, appreciate its complexities and realize the natural variation seen between individuals. There is a need to develop data to know whether doctors who studied at non-dissection universities feel that their anatomical knowledge is sufficient and does not impact on their ability to work as general practitioners and specialists. Therefore, as dissection becomes less common throughout the UK medical schools, it is essential to explore on abilities in the years to come. Studies would be beneficial when identifying areas in which current non-dissection universities anatomical curricula can change. In addition, if graduates felt at a disadvantage during foundation years or early core training, such feedback could generate better visual significance level of dissection. Additionally, retrospective studies are essential to help gather first-hand evidence of the benefits and shortfalls in non-dissection teaching.

Other group of individuals appreciated the originality of this teaching mode. They stated, dissection provided us a better and lasting guideline towards knowledge, application and understanding of anatomy. These results reflect thorough, enduring and contextual learning experience learned via cadaveric pro-sections which are better appreciated in clinical workplaces where the knowledge might be applied to clinical situations. In fact, this systematic view endorses that trainees value the experience of training on cadavers, although there is no strong evidence at this stage that training of cadaveric models transfers to the operating theatre, hence their usage is required to be further explored. The findings of the current study endorse a substantial role of cadaveric dissection/pro-section in the designing of an anatomy curriculum in undergraduate medical program. Side by side hands on surgical workshops with trainees should also be promoted in newly designed format. It is strongly advised that due consideration must be given to these aspects while planning modern medical curriculum with its special recognized relevance to the anatomy practical dissection sessions.

Conclusion

The working through pro-sections is a very effective way of learning human gross anatomy. Such a useful programme is worthy of consideration by departments in modern medical curricula. However, the availability of cadavers is very limited, the storage maintenance cost is rather high enough. Similarly the provision of surgical training facilities is costly. Hence, while manipulating the advantages of using cadavers it is important to assess the circumstances, the level of resources etc. It is lastly advocated that the use of dissection part of anatomy paradigm may develop a golden opportunity for undergraduate medical students to work on additional learning objectives, such as professionalism, manual dexterity, ethics, teamwork, self- and peer-evaluation.
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